What are communities looking for?
This presentation by David Wilcox was prepared for a conference on November 19 1998: Community Leadership - using information technology to develop local government. Organised by the Foundation for Information Technology in Local Government. http://www.fitlog.com
David Wilcox has spent the last four years promoting community use of ICTs. During that time he has set up UK Communities Online, with a focus on area-based community networks, and more recently Partnerships Online which aims to serve communities of interest and 'real world' networks in the community and voluntary sectors.
Before that he worked for 20 years as a consultant and trainer specialising in partnership organisations and the techniques and processes of community participation. He started his working life as a journalist, mainly writing about housing, planning and l
His current projects include work on the Community Action Network, which plans to connect 2000 social entrepreneurs by the end of year 2000, and a Government-funded Community Channel. The Channel will provide decision-makers with direct access to lessons
David is the author of The Guide to Effective Participation. The guide is available free at the Partnerships Online Web site - URL above - or can be purchased from him price £9.95 Tel: 01273 677377.
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Envisage an enthusiastic young councillor appointed as chair of a new committee. Their remit is to deploy IT in the community, extending existing plans for the council intranet, schools and library initiatives.
They use internal email at work, have just got connected at home, and are enthusiastic about the potential of the Net.
However, before proceeding they ask an aide to do some research which can be used to brief less enthusiastic colleagues and officials. The aide comes back with the following list.
One major dilemma to face
	Ask the people - but how can they know?
Do not do unto others as you would that they should do unto you. Their tastes may not be the same. 
George Bernard Shaw
Community development policy encourages us to start with people’s needs but that is difficult with IT. You can’t ask communities what they want until they have seen it - but how do you design an electronic system without asking the community?
Advice: proceed with caution and remember George Bernard Shaw:
Do not do unto others as you would that they should do unto you. Their tastes may not be the same.
In developing systems, bear in mind that in many situations low cost, simple solution can deliver more value that impressive high-tech systems.
Two attitudes to adopt
	Practice what you preach - live online
	Look for people-friendly techies but not necessarily as project leaders
PS - also beware technologically-challenged pundits
Anyone in the council involved in developing the system must be online.
Although you may have a very capable and co-operative IT department, they should not necessarily be the people in charge of the project.
Find someone prepared to think through what people really want, and devise ways of helping them understand what IT can offer. We don’t want a selling job.
Having said that, nurture any people-friendly techies you can find. They are gold dust.
Some of the expertise you need will lie with people in local groups who are pioneering community use of ICT.
Three beliefs to challenge
	Kiosks = information = empowerment
	Electronic soapbox = democracy
	Locality - or volorgs = community
PS - but being able to meet and build on existing networks really helps
What people need is information relevant to their problems and interests. This may come from email messages as much as Web. That means personal use, not just official Web pages on kiosks.
Just because we can technically enable people to have a say by posting messages on a Web site doesn’t mean they will any more than people (apart from a few) will jump on a soapbox in front of a crowd they don’t know. Good discussion takes a lot of preparation.
Just because people live in the same place doesn’t mean they have shared interests beyond the basics. Think communities of interest and of practice. Recognise the Internet extends people’s reach. Local communities are a mass of different communities.
While community and voluntary organisations are very important as sources of information and help, they are not 'the community'. They are hard-pressed and may not be the greatest champions of IT in the community. You will have to look for individuals ñ no
At the same time recognise that meeting face to face and building on existing networks helps enormously to create online communities. Reach is great - but often we need a home base too. Real and virtual communities are not either-or, best if both.
Four barriers to overcome
	Technophobia
	Time
	Territory
	Transformation
People are scared of computers - and the equipment still isn't plug and play.
It takes a lot of time to make really good use of the Internet - and that time costs money in phone bills. People need the opportunity to 'play'.
Although the Net has great potential for sharing, people will still defend their old information territories.
Email challenges boundaries, and changes the way that people and organisations work. That will meet with resistance. Used well, technology can be a catalyst for innovation within organisations.
Five levels of participation
These five levels are adapted from Sherry Arnstein's original eight-rung ladder of participation. (see Guide to Effective Participation at http://www.partnerships.org.uk). The levels are useful as general guidance on what stance to community involvement a council might take.
	Information. The least you can do is tell people what is planned.
	Consultation. You offer a number of options and listen to the feedback you get.
	Deciding together. You encourage others to provide some additional ideas and options, and join in deciding the best way forward.
	Acting together. Not only do different interests decide together what is best, but they form a partnership to carry it out.
	Supporting independent community initiatives. You help others do what they want ñ perhaps within a framework of grants, advice and support provided by the resource holder.
No one level is intended to be 'better' than another - it is a matter of horses for courses, and what is appropriate in any situation.
Richard Stubbs of Newham Online has developed a five-level model which is more relevant to online work...
Richard Stubbs’ levels
	Information
	Interaction (one to one)
	Informal group discussion 
	Formal group working (results orientated)
	Democratic community (e.g. Newham Young People Online)
These five levels, developed by Richard Stubbs of Newham Online, are intended to illustrate different degrees of interaction and user capacity and control. Richard is also chair of UK Citizens Online Democracy.
Richard suggested - and I agree - that these revised levels are preferable as they better reflect the reality of online working.
Different software applications and systems will be appropriate for the different levels, for example:
One-way email announcement lists and Web are OK for information
Email and Web forms work for interaction
Email discussion lists and conferencing are appropriate for the next level (with facilitation)
Group working may require groupware and a lot of collaborative working skills
Democratic communities - in Richard’s term - will require a range of applications and skills, and control over a system.
Six lessons to bear in mind
	Go with the stones that roll
	Don’t try for all frogs in the wheelbarrow
	Develop new roles and teams.
	Work inside as well as ‘in the community’
	Combine online + face to face + places
	Value technology as neutral space
Look for what is working and go with it. Be prepared to change.
Don’t expect to get everyone on board ñ by that time the enthusiasts may have jumped out.
Help people develop a new mix of skills ñ technical, content development, facilitation, and training.
Build capability within the council and between agencies. There’s little point in promoting interaction if officials can’t respond.
Don’t expect to do it all online. People email best after meeting. Phone calls are allowed too! Plan sustainable multi-use resource centres with a mix of access, training and business uses.
The technology crosses boundaries, and the task of building online facilities creates a 'neutral space' where people can explore new ways of collaborating.
See presentations by Terry Grunwald at http://www.partnerships.org.uk/terry for more on these lessons.
Seven steps in summary
	Plan for people as well as technology
	Select systems to match level of participation
	Get the core group online, involve users 
	Train and support, with resource centres
	Manage discussion forums
	Foster collaboration and problem solving
	Build a spirit of online community
Adapted from the work of Terry Grunwald and Philippa Gamse. See http://www.partnerships.org.uk/articles/7-steps.html.
Technology is a tool: start with people’s needs.
Consider broadly what you are trying to achieve, from information publishing to DIY systems. Choose the appropriate online tools.
Ensure those promoting community networking are confident and adept online, and work with users to evolve systems.
More training and support will be needed than you envisage. Consider creating community resource centres http://www.partnerships.org.uk/centre.
Online discussion works best if 'seeded' and also supported by facilitators
Get real value from online systems by using them for collaborative working and address social issues with a range of participants
Aim to create a sense of community among the users of an online system
Applying the lessons nationally
	Community Action Network
	Community Channel
	International Guide to Community Networking
	Using ICT in the community
Partnerships Online is a network of people who mix and match for different project, with a Web site and associated mailing lists. Current major projects include:
Community Action Network is connecting 2000 social entrepreneurs by the end of year 2000
Community Channel ñ backed by DTI and Home Office ñ is creating direct links between local projects and decisions makers, with topics mapped on to the 18 social exclusion policy action teams.
The International Guide will bring together experience from around the world of what works and what doesn’t in community networking.
Using ICTs in the community is an OU-validated course under development with Northern College - Dundee Campus.
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